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Two-Dimensional Monte Carlo Sinulation of Damage Distribution Induced
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A two-dimensional distribution of damag:e was calculated by using: a Monte
Carlo proS:ram with the Kinchin-Pease equation f or ion implantation into
submicron areas of Si.
Simulated results predict that damag:e profiles have
strong mask size dependenoes. This is considered to play an important rule
in seoondary defeot growth during: thermal prooess.es af ter implantation. The
two-dimensional distribution of the damage and seoondary defects in focused
boron ion beam implanted Si layers was evaluated using: a cross sectional SElvl
and TEM observation. The experimental results of the damage profiles
provided qual itat ive agireement with those of the s imulat ions.

Introduct ion
Continuous demands for the miniaturization of the element devioes in Si LSI have
led to the development of finer and shallower
junotion f ormation techniques. lltith the reduction in junction size, it has become more
important in desig:ningl junctions to precisely
know the two-dimensional distributions of
primary damag:e and impurities.
In this papor, the two-dimensional distribut ion of damag:e in ion implanted subnicron Si areas are simulated by a Monte Car1o prog:ra& Focused ion beam (FIB) implanted
Si layers are evaluated by ut iLizing cross
sect ional SEM and TEII observat ions. Experimental results are disoussed in comparison with the simulated ones.
1.

2.
A"

Monte Carlo Simulat ion
Simulat ion proS:ram
The Monte carlo
prog:ram developed by Ishitani t1) was used to

foIlow the three-dimensional trajectory of
the energetic ions in amorphous Si substrate
as well as to caloulate the primary displacement energ:y transf erred to the latt ice atoms.
f n thi s prog:ram, the two-body co I I i s ion mode I

is employed, and the two-body interaction
potential is the Moliere type tzl. To simulate the three-dimensional distribut ion of
primary damage due to ion implantation at one
below the surface, incident ions of 4x10 6
were used with f ixed incident energiy.
B. Primary damage calculation
The distribut ion of Frenkel pairs was calculated
us ing: the Kinchin-Pease equat ion ( 3l.
The
total number of Frenkel pairs produoed by the
primary nulear energ:y transfer was determined
from

v =
for Eo ( E, < Z. bEa,
v = O. gE r/2Bo for Z. bEa ( E,
( 1),
where E, and Eo are the transfer energ:y of
the nuolear oollision and the displacement
energ:y, which is approximately 25 eV respeotively. The two-dimensional distribution
of Frenkel pairs in ion implanted submicron
1

region can be calculated by superposing: the
three-dimensional distributions of damag:e to
sing:le ion implanted points. A Gaussian profile with a standard deviat ion of o /2,[Z was
assumed for the FIB, where O
is the beam
diameter.

3. Experimental Prooedures
,d Focused boron ion beam implantation --- A
lOOkeV FIB implantation system equipped with
a l lquid metal ion source and electromag:net ic
mass separator was utilized in this work. A
?OkeV B* FIB with a diameter of O. 2t, m was
line-scbnned over a Si substrates. The Iine
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B. Characterization of primary damag:e prof iles --- The two-dimensional distribution of
the damage in Si was evaluated by the ohemisal etohing: of a cross section of the FIBimplanted layers. The Wright etchant t4) was
employed to etch the damaged reg:ion. After
the etching, an SEM (Hitachi S-800) was used
to observe the etched oontours. TEM observation was also employed to evaluate the twod imens ional d istribut ion of the secondary
defects that resulted from the thermal anneal ing' af ter irnplantat ion
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FiS. 1 Normalized two-dimensional equiconcentration contours of Frenkel
pairs for an ion implanted point.
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4t Results and Discussions
A. Monte Carlo simulation ---The normalized
two-dimensional distribut ions of Frenkel
pairs f or .ion implantat ion of a po int at
?OkeV are shown in Fig. 1. The maximum Frenkel pair ooncentration reg:ion existed at the
Si surfaoe. The averag:e energy transferred
to primary displaced atoms by the ?OkeV boron
ion implantation was calculated [5J, and its
maximum value was O.5keV. The approximate
depth f or the Si + io.n implantation into Si
at O.5keV is about O.5run This fact indicates that the Frenkel pair profiles caloulated by the Kinohin-Pease equat ion are
reasonably accurate for B* ion ,implantation.
The normal ized two-dimensional Frenkel
pair density contours for B* ion implantation
are compared , in Figs 2(a) ,and (b).
Implantation with a TOkeV FIB having: a O. Z$m
is shown in Fig. 2(a), and f lood ion beam implantat ion throug:h a mask with a O, Z tt m
sguare hole is shown in F,ig:. 2( b).
In the
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Fig. Z Comparison of normalized twodimensional Frenket pair density
contours.

peak concentration regions for both cases,
the shapes of the Frenkel pair density profiles were almost the same. This result indicates that the fineness of the ?OkeV B* ion
implanted layers tends to depends more on the
lateral stragg:ling: of the ions than on the
.ion beam intens i ty prof i I e.
B. Two-dimensional damage profile
Cross
sectional SEM microg:raphs of the line-scanned
B* FIB implanted layers after Wright etching:
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are shown in Fig. 3. Ant imony doped O. OOB g cm
Si substrates were used. At a low line dose,
the etched reg:ions remained under the surface. With an increase in the line dose, the
etched hole became largier, its contour shape
chang:ed. Through comparison with the TE[{
micrograph in Fig:.4, it is conf irmed that
these etched reg:ions correspond to the completely amorphous reg:ion t6l.
The shapes of the etched contours provide 8:ood ag:reement with those of the s imulat ions shown in Figl. 2, except in the surf ace reg:ion.
This discrepancy might be due
to the annealing: out of defects in the surf ace reg:i on dur ing: imp I ant at i on.
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Fig. 4 Cross sect ional TEM microg:raph. of
line-scanned B* FIB implanted layers.
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Fig. 0 Dependenoe of normal ized depth
for maximum Frenkel pair concentration
Mask

on mask size.

ate that the normal ized maximum Frenkel pair
depth moves toward the surface with a decrease in the mask size to below the threshold size, except in the case of As* ion
implantation. This mask size effect is attributed to the lateral strag:g:l ingl of ions
implanted into the Si.
For heavy ions, the
knock-on effect is more dominant in terms of
damag:e accumulation. Thus, the damag:e profiles should be deeper than the simulated
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(b) 1. 1x10 1l ions/cm
Fig. 3 Cross seotional SEM microS:raphs of
I ine-scanned B* FIB implanted layers.
C.
Mask-s ize dependence of profiles
Monte Carlo simulation was employed to predict the mask size dependence of the damag:e
profiles in the ion irnplanted submicron reg:ion. The dependence of depth on mask size
is shown in Fig:. 5. This depth is for the
maximum Frenkel pair concentration normal ized
by the depth of the maximum boron soncentration, R"r"*/Rror"r. The results indic-

re suI t s.

littith the reduction in mask size, it was
pred icted that the two-d imens ional damage
profile becomes would come to be'more dependThis mask size effect
ent on the mask size.
should play an important role in secondary
defect growtlr.
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TEM nicroSecondary defect profiles
g:raphs of the B* FIB implanted Si layers after annealing: at 8OO and 1OOOoC for 15min are
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compared in FiS. 6. The I ine doses were
2x1O 10 and 1x1O 11 ions/crn
Two signif icant
f eatures can be seen in the f igrure.
First, when the amorphous reglion d id no t
remain in the as-implanted layer, the residual secondary defects after anneal ing: were
larger and deeper as well for 1OOOoC annealing: than those for when the amorphous reg:ion
did remain. In partioular, a larg:e dislocation loop g:rew along: the <111> direction after IOOOoC anneal ing:. Thi s i s be I ieved t o be
influenced by the effect of a stat ist ical
variat ion in the def ect 8:rowth that is caused
by the damag:ed region in the as- implanted
layer having small dimensions.
Second, when the amorphous layer remained, the dislocation loops continued to
exist at about O,2lt m below the surface af ter
the SOOoC anneal ing:. These loops stayed in
the same general area but g:rew larg:er af ter
l0OOoC anneal ing:.
These types of secondary
defect format ion in the two-d imens ional Iy
limited small reg:ion sbould be investig:ated
more in relation to the impurity diffusion
prof i 1e.
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Fig. 6 Cross sectional TEM microgiraphs of
secondary defect in B* FIB implanted
Iayers af ter anneal in8l. ( a) as- implanted'
( b)8OOoC annealed, ( o ) IOOOoC annealed.
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The two-dimensional distribution of damag:e was calculated us ing' a Monte Carlo prog:ram with the Kinchin-Pease equation f or ion
implantation into submicron areas of Si. The

simulated results predicted that the damage
profiles have strong: mask size dependences.
This is cons idered to play an important rul.e
in the secondary defect growtlr. The twod istr ibut ion of damag:e and secd imens ional
ondary defects in B* FIB implanted Si layers
was evaluated by using cross sectional SEM
and TEM observations. The experimental results on the damag:e profiles provided
qualitative ag'reernent with those of the simuI at ions.
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